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Abstract. Coordination is an important aspect of multi-agent teamwork. In the context of robot soccer in the RoboCup Standard Platform
League, our focus is on the coach as an external observer of the team,
aiming to provide his teammates with effective tactical advice during
matches. The coach problem can be approached from different angles: in
order to adapt the behaviour of his teammates, he should at first be able
to perform plan recognition on their observable actions. Furthermore, in
providing them with appropriate advice, he should still adhere to the
norms and regulations of the match to prevent penalties for his team.
Also, when teammates’ profiles and attributes are unknown or the system is only partially observable, coordination should be more ‘ad hoc’ to
ensure robustness of the Multi-Agent System (MAS). In this work, we
present a formalization of the problem of designing a coach in robot soccer, employing a temporal deontic logical framework. The framework is
based on agent organizations[14], in which social coordination and norms
play an important part.
Keywords: agent organization, multi-agent system, teamwork, coordination, logic, plan recognition
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Introduction

RoboCup’s Standard Platform League (SPL) now allows for a coach robot, whose
main role is to provide tactical advice to his team. Besides that, he could help
the team in disambiguating signals (e.g. in localization) and give them high level
suggestions to improve their play. As the coach is a novel addition to the SPL,
there is currently little guidance on what a good coach should do. In contrast,
there is a lot of work on for example path planning and localization. As such,
the need for a formal understanding of the coach’s role arises. This formalization
is the goal of this paper. In the simulation and middle size leagues however,
coaching has been the topic of research since 2001 [45].
For the formalization of the robot soccer system we use the concept of agent
organizations: a set of entities or agents that are regulated by social order in
achieving common goals. A logic-based framework enables a precise and formal
but abstract specification, which could guide many different kinds of detailed future implementations via agent programming languages [14, 12]. Because agents
are left unspecified in our framework, they can be developed according to the
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needs and wishes of the designer, yielding a flexible and adaptable system [14].
The contribution of this paper is is to present a formalization using deontic temporal logic, capturing the specification of the coach within the RoboCup SPL,
and describing the rules and temporal aspects of such a system. Once a type of
agents have been chosen, this framework is ready to be implemented. Suggestions
for implementation are also given in this work.
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Related Research

There are few formal MAS for robot soccer based on agent organizations. However, aspects of our framework are related to ideas that have appeared previously
in the literature on multiagent systems and robotics.
Agent organizations and developing methods have been presented in [14, 16,
33, 47, 17]. Esteva et al. [16] and Dignum [14] introduce the notion of norms
in combination with the agent roles already used by Odell et al. [33], Ferber
and Gutknecht [17] and Wooldridge [47]. Roles can be used to decompose the
tasks to be performed by the MAS into sub-objectives to increase efficiency [44,
18, 42]. The role-based approach to ad hoc teamwork by Genter et al. [18] determines role selection on the team’s utility. In robot soccer, roles have been
based on absolute position in the field [32], position relative to the ball [2, 3,
31] and robot trajectories, sometimes also considering positions of other players [48].Other work on team coordination through roles and dynamic positioning
can be found for example in [28, 27, 13]. Desheng et al. achieve collaboration between simulated agents via roles in situation calculus. One of the characteristics
of the human organizations framework used in this work is communication or
negotiation. However, coordination without negotiation [22] is more appropriate
if an ad hoc approach is required. Tracking multiple soccer players’ trajectories
can for example be done using the camera feed, in combination with an analyzing
system that segments motions into classified ball actions [2]. Extracting tactic
events from human soccer video feeds has also been done using spatio-temporal
interaction among players and the ball [48].
In order to handle the team’s knowledge representation, it is important that
the robots share the same definitions of concepts in their environment. Moreover,
these concepts should be grounded in order to link them to the robot’s percepts
of the real world, for example via ontologies [20, 35] and pattern recognition [24].
Also, a communication language for the coach should be defined, for example the
COACH UNILANG language, enabling both high-level and low-level coaching
through coach instructions [37].
As a first step towards integrating the framework in a coach robot, we pay
special attention to the problem of plan recognition. There’s related work on the
use of roles to infer a robot’s plans or intentions [4, 5, 7, 18]. ‘Plans’ can be interpreted in various ways, ranging from a sequence of actions currently performed
according to some behaviour [7, 40] to a robot’s entire internal state (e.g. belief base, goals). The latter approach is sometimes called ‘opponent modelling’
and used to learn an optimal strategy against the modelled type of agent [1,
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8, 38, 39]. Although plan recognition was first introduced in the field of logical
inference by [25], the current state of the art is mainly based on probabilistic
methods like Bayesian Networks [6, 7, 9] and Markov Models [6, 4, 21, 10, 46, 26].
For example in [39], simulated robot soccer players adapt their positions strategically in adaptive response to the opponent’s behaviour throughout the game.
As for logic-based approaches, the work by Sindlar et al. [43] seems to fit our
framework best: the highly structured and regulated character of robot soccer
seems suitable for their abductive reasoning approach to intention recognition
(more in section 5). Besides abductive reasoning, intention recognition has also
been modelled formally, in a language based on situation calculus [29, 19]. In this
approach, observed behaviour is incrementally matched to an annotated library
of plans, which makes it more restricted than Sindlar’s approach.

3

Formal Framework

For the formalization of the coach problem in the context of RoboCup SPL, we
used Dignum’s OperA framework development methodology [14], as it is formal
and elaborate enough to precisely describe the system while still being flexible,
reusable and adaptable to specific agent designs and future innovations.
In OperA, structures are described in a formal logic called ‘logic for contract
representation’ (LCR), which is a combination of CTL* (computation tree logic,
a temporal logic), STIT (‘sees to it that’) and Deontic expressions [14]. Deontic logic is the logic of norms (obligations, prohibitions, permissions, violations
and sanctions), allowing reasoning about ideal states versus actual states of behaviour [23]. STIT logic is used to determine which agent should ‘see to it that’
a certain goal is achieved [14]. Since robot soccer is a highly regulated game
with both time specific and role specific tasks and events, LCR is an appropriate
language to describe it. In our domain we don’t need the full specification of
LCR because, for example, communication is limited in comparison to that in a
human organization [41].
OperA’s methodology contains several layers of design: the Organizational
Model is by far the most elaborate layer, in which the characteristics of the
domain are given in social, interaction, normative and communicative structures.
The Social and Interaction Models are meant to instantiate specific agents and
interactions for actual implementation, which is largely outside the scope of
this work. The OperA development methodology yields a formal model with
descriptions of the roles, rules and interactions of the robot soccer system. This
framework allows for extensions and adaptations of existing interactions.
3.1

Organizational Model

Roles and Dependencies Roles are an important part of the framework.
Two kinds of roles should be distinguished: facilitation roles and operational
roles. Moreover, as our domain contains both humans and robots, a difference is
made between roles that can be enacted by human or robot agents. Specification
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of domain concepts and entities is given in a domain ontology and in terms of
identifiers respectively. The ontology is, to certain extent, developed in Protégé3 ,
similar to Opfer’s approach for the Middle-Sized League [35]. It includes formulas
describing (parts of) the field (e.g. ∀x.isP artOf (x, OppArea) ↔
isP artOf (x, OppHalf ): all areas within the opponent’s area are also within the
opponent’s half of the field). Identifiers are used as names for the sets of agents
(both human and robot). Opponent robots are not included in the framework
at this stage but can be added in future work.
The human roles of our domain are {head-referee, assistant-referee,
GameController-operator, human-teammember}[11], whereas the robot roles are
{goalkeeper, defender, attacker, coach}. The amounts of robots playing each role
depends on specific team formation (except that there is always only one goalkeeper and one coach). At least one human should enact the human-teammember
role, meaning that he/she is able to request for pick ups and time outs.
Roles in the robot soccer domain are defined as tuples
role(r, Obj, Sbj, Rgt, N or, tp) where r ∈ Roles is the identifier of a role, Obj ⊆
Act is the set of objectives of the role, Sbj ⊆ Act is the set of sub-objectives
sets of the role, Rgt ⊆ Deon are the rights of the role and N or ⊆ Deon the
norms of the role. tp ∈ {operational, institutional} is the type of the role [14,
41]. Institutional roles (e.g. referees) are typically enacted by impartial agents,
ensuring global activity, while actors of operational roles aim to achieve their
part of the society goals.
Based on these roles, agents have certain (sub-)objectives to achieve and
norms to adhere to. For example, a coach should aim to send tactic messages to
the players but is not allowed to leave its seated position beside the field. These
norms and objectives are formalized in LCR to facilitate future implementation.
Norms are based on the official RoboCup SPL rules and identified via a Norm
Analysis method, yielding the responsible roles and triggers for each norm [14,
41]. The coach role is given as an example in table 1. The sub-objectives as
defined in this table are merely suggestions for how to handle the plan recognition
module in combination with a decisionmaking module yet to be developed. In
section 5 this will be discussed in more detail.
In order to achieve their objectives, enactors of roles depend on each other.
These role dependencies determine the interactions that occur in the system.
Role dependencies depend on the power relations between roles, for example,
players can request things from one another while the coach’s advice should
perhaps have a higher priority. The robot soccer roles and their dependencies
per objective are depicted in graph 1. For example for the dependencies written
in red: the coach depends on the GameController-operator to send his messages
to the players, and the head-referee depends on the assistant-referee(s) to apply
his requests.
Interaction Scenes and Landmarks The interactions, determined by role
dependencies, are described as ‘interaction scene scripts’ and can be seen as
3
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Role: Coach
coach
o1 := messaged-tactics
o2 := followed-rules
Sub-objectives Πo1 = ({∀p∈ Players: executed-plan-rec-module(p, role(p), t),
got-plan(p, plan)), got-tactic-list(plan, formation, Tactics),
decided-tactic(Tactics, tactic),got-msg(tactic, msg),
message-sent(coach, GC-op, msg), wait(10s)}
Πo1’ =( {∀p∈ Players: executed-plan-rec-module(p,t),
got-role-map(plan(p), role(p))),
got-formation-map(role(p), Formations),
got-team-tactics(formation, TeamTactics),
decided-tactic(TeamTactics, tactic), got-msg(tactic, msg),
message-sent(coach, GC-op, msg), wait(10s)}
Rights
message-via-GC-op, decide-tactic(coach, (Team)Tactic)
Norms
PROHIBITED(coach, move(¬(head∧arms)))
PROHIBITED(coach, communicate(coach, Robots, direct))
PERMITTED(coach, have-clothes(anyColor, anyPattern))
OBLIGED(coach, meet-msg-requirements(Msg, [Msg-Requirements]))
Type
operational
Table 1. Role definition for the coach; t = window of observation, msg = message.
Role id
Objectives

h-ref
inform (society, robots)
requests(apply)
requests(ask, decide)
GC-op

a-ref
handle-robots

check-msg
send-msg

h-tm

coach
comm.coach-msg

maintain-robots

att.

help

def.

help-defend

goalkeeper

Fig. 1. Role dependency graph

the coordination of interactions among several roles. Scene scripts are tuples
scene(s,Rls,Res,Ptn,Nor) where s is the identifier of the scene, Rls is the
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set of identifiers of the roles enacting the scene, Res are the results of the
scene in terms of achievement expressions, Ptn the interaction patterns (subachievements) and Nor the relevant norms of the agents in the scene. Achievement expressions are statements that describe the situation of a state after a
certain goal is achieved (e.g. ‘penalty-applied’, ‘goal-scored’, ‘ball-passed’). The
notion of landmarks is used to represent such states. How exactly these landmarks have been reached is not defined at this level since it depends on the
specifics of the participating agents.
In the Organizational Model, all roles, dependencies, norms and interactions
of the ‘robot soccer society’ are formally defined. Since the entire model is quite
elaborate, please see [41] for the complete framework.
3.2

Social and Interaction Models

Where the Organizational Model consists of the formal model of the society,
the Social Model continues with the explicit representation of how an agent
will enact such a role. At this level, the requirements and conditions of actual
agents can be taken into account. When a specific agent is assigned a role, he
becomes a role-enacting agent (rea). The roles as described in the Organizational
Model can be adjusted to the wishes of that specific agent about to enact it. For
example, if an agent can only enact ‘assistant-referee’ for half a match, this can be
adjusted in his social contract. That contract describes the role-enacting agent:
his expected behaviour when he enacts that role. That is, a role as described in
the Organizational Model can be enacted in various ways by different agents,
based on their personal objectives and functionality. This is described in the
social contract. However, as this is fully dependent on the specific agents yet to
be implemented, we cannot describe the link between those unknown agents and
the general definitions in the Organizational Model.
The same holds for the Interaction Model, where the specific role-enacting
agents of the Social Model can be combined with interaction scenes from the
Organizational Model to ‘instantiate’ the scenes. This happens in a similar way
as described above, via instatiation of interaction contracts in which the wishes
of the participants in the scene are reflected. The method to go about the instantiation of the Social and Interaction Models is given in [41, 14].
3.3

Validation

Since our framework currently is abstract and intended mainly to formalise the
specifications, we can not as yet experiment with it to verify it works as intended.
OperA frameworks can however be validated and verified in multiple ways. The
main requirements as presented in [14] are meant to check the model for inconsistencies and contradictions. Besides formally verifying its structures, the
framework should also be checked to represent the objectives of the society. As
we only developed the Organizational Model in detail, this verification step can
only occur at the organizational level. On this level the roles, objectives and dependencies are confirmed to represent society purposes. Furthermore, we haven’t
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found conflicts within or between the descriptions of roles, results, objectives,
norms and scenes. Clearly, this has already been kept in mind in the development phase. When instantiating the Social and Interaction Models, one should
make sure its contracts do not contradict the descriptions of the Organizational
Model.
Besides a formal verification, a note on the robot soccer specific validation
is in order. As this framework is based firmly on the official RoboCup SPL
regulations and developed in collaboration with Edinferno’s team (inspiration
has been drawn from earlier implementations together with advice and ideas of
current members), it is not only formally verified but also validated on content.

4

Plan Recognition

A necessary first step in implementing this framework is a plan recognition
module for the coach. The idea here is that the coach should be able to identify a
player’s behaviour from observed actions only. We assume that behaviour in this
sense is a set of goals and plans to achieve those goals, leading to characteristic
trajectories on the field. The trajectories can be tracked by means of the player’s
self-localization module and collected in the form of a vector containing relative
distances and angles to the possible goals. We choose to test on two behaviours
representing the intention to go either towards the center of the ‘own’ goal or
the ‘opponent’ goal. The problem is modelled as a parameterized Markov Chain
M : (S, A, T ), where S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions and T is
the transition function: for any state and action s ∈ S, a ∈ A, the probability of
each possible next state s0 is T(s0 | s, a). The state vector contains the distances
and angles from the player, the action vector the distances travelled between the
current state and a next state. For both behaviours, sets of states and actions
are collected as training data, based on which probabilities are calculated: given
a behaviour and a current state, what is the most likely next state for the player
to be in. A Gaussian distribution is fitted to the training data to cover the entire
soccer field for both behaviours.
In the test phase, for each observed state of the player, the most likely transition is calculated using the multivariate normal density function. Using these
likelihoods, maximum log-likelihoods for entire observed trajectories are found.
Behaviours are classified using Bayes’ rule (eq. 1): the behaviour (b) with the
highest log-likelihood given the observations (O) is chosen as the correct one.
argmaxb p(b|O) = argmax p(O|b) p(b)
Decide b1 if p(b1 |O) > p(b2 |O); otherwise, decide b2 .

(1)

For the ‘go to opponent goal’ behaviour we collected 60 trajectories, for the ‘go
to own goal’ behaviour 46. These were divided in a 80/20 ratio into training
and validation sets, where the training sets yielded the probability distribution
on the field given a certain behaviour. For ‘go to opponent goal’ we measured
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91.6% precision, for ‘go to own goal’ only 44.4%. These numbers are the result
of an initial implementation within the framework. More sophisticated models
could have been used, for example Bayesian network representations [30]. Despite
smoothing, some trajectories still did not represent their actual paths. That is,
the logs showed jumps in positions or otherwise incorrect coordinations, mostly
due to mirrorring of the field. Also, the amount of training data for the own goal
behaviour is considerably less. A lot of the collected trajectories could not be
used due to flaws with the player’s self-localization. However, it should be noted
that the differences between the maximum log-likelihoods that determined the
classification decision were in most cases extremely small. A more sophisticated
classifier appears necessary for stronger results in this direction.

5

Application

There are several roads to follow from here in implementing the coach. Two
suggestions will be presented in this section. The first suggestion is to continue
with the current plan recognition module and integrate it with a decision making
and tactic adaptation module, for example in one of the following ways:
1. Tactics as independent sub-objectives
2. Tactics as dependent sub-objectives
3. Team tactics
For all these options, we assume that the coach has a library of plans and corresponding messages that he can send. The decision making module serves to
compute the optimal plan given the observed current plan per single player (1
and 2) or for the entire team (3). In the first suggestion, we take the coach’s
advice to be obligatory for the player to perform and independent of the role
of that player: the coach merely observes the game situation and decides tactic plans based on player position without including their role specific abilities.
This could be a naive first test of such a decision module. The second option
does consider the player’s role: the coach decides optimal tactics like before, but
sends messages to the role-enacting agent with the most suitable role and position to perform that tactic. The third option is to infer current roles and plans
of the entire team before deciding an optimal team tactic. The players should
re-arrange and divide the coach’s tactic plans between themselves in a similar
way as the current method of role switching (e.g. based on position relative to
the ball). For example, if the coach sends a plan involving passing a ball, then
the robot that is currently closest to the ball is in the best position to execute
that plan.
However, should one want to connect the logical framework to a logical
method of plan recognition, we suggest to continue along the lines of the work
done by Sindlar et al. [43]. They propose a method for intention recognition via
mental state abduction (MSA), were agents are assumed to be BDI agents (Belief/Desires/Intentions [36]). Based on observations combined with knowledge of
the rules and roles, it can be inferred why an agent performs a certain action.
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MSA uses ‘answer set programming’ (ASP) for nonmonotonic, abductive reasoning in the agent programming language (2)APL [12]. In this language, a goal
achievement rule of the form n : γ ← β | π, where n is the identifier of the rule,
γ the goal to be achieved, β the beliefs that should be true in order to be allowed
or able to perform plan π, where π generates observable action sequences leading
to achieving that goal γ. That is, a plan can generate multiple observable sequences and also multiple computation sequences, meaning that various different
routes can lead to the same goal. There is a subtle difference between observable and seen actions: an observable action is a possible observation (something
that is possible according to the theory), while seen actions have actually been
observed. Intuitively, if an action is seen, it should also be observable [43].
From these APL rules, a translation step is made to a logical theory and subsequently to a logical program in ASP style, making it directly implementable.
We will give a short example for our domain to explain how MSA works. Consider
the rule R = {1: hold-ball ← in-ownPA(g) and in-ownPA(b) | move(g,b);
if B(opponent-near) then pickup(g,b) else skip}, which would lead to
the answer set program PR :
2{g(hold-ball,0), b(conj(in-ownPA(g), in-ownPA(b)),0)}2 :- r(1,1)
2{g(hold-ball,0), b(conj(in-ownPA(g), in-ownPA(b)),0)}2 :- r(1,2)
2{o(move(g,b),1), o(pickup(g,b),2)}2 :- r(1,1)
1{o(move(g,b),1)}1 :- r(1,2)
1{r(1,1), r(1,2)}1.
:- s(A,T), not o(A,T),
where the last statement says that candidate answer sets that were seen, but
not deemed observable at step T should be discarded. The reason that r(1,1)
and r(1,2) are the same, is because the plan of this rule has two possible computation sequences, represented by the two possible observations given (depending
on the belief of ‘opponent-near’). The belief whether or not the opponent is near
is a different kind of belief than β since it is a test case in the plan (π) part of
rule R: B(opponent-near) does not need to be satisfied to execute rule R, while
beliefs β (in-ownPA(g) and in-ownPA(b)) should.
Let us say we have seen the goalkeeper moving towards the ball:
P 0 = P ∪ {s(move(g,b),1)}. This can be explained by both r(1,1) and
r(1,2). Next, we see him picking up the ball: P 00 = P 0 ∪ {s(pickup(g,b),
2)}; this can only be explained by r(1,1). We can now infer
P 00 |= goal(hold-ball)∧bel(conj(in-ownPA(g), in-ownPA(b)))
∧bel(opponent-near), revealing the mental state of our goalkeeper based on
observed actions and known rules.

6

Discussion

The organizational MAS development method ‘OperA’ yielded a grounded formalization of the robot soccer society and a detailed description of its roles and
coordination. However, a drawback of this method is that guidelines for actual
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implementation are not provided. Recent extensions like OMNI [15] and OperettA [34] explore possible means of implementation for such frameworks. The
fact that agent designs are left out of the framework is presented as an advantage, as it gives the designer freedom to adjust the agents to his needs while
they can still be used in the general yet formal framework [14]. This way, there
are multiple options for future work, like the modular approach we started on
or the BDI/abduction approach we suggested above.
This formalization of the coach role has been largely based on RoboCup’s
regulations [11]. Requirements for the coach’s messages have been mentioned in
[41], but the content of these messages has not been defined yet. This depends on
the decisions made in the actual development of the coach: what would be most
valuable for him to say in order to help the team. The format for the messages
as described in the regulations has been included in the framework. All other
specifics as mentioned in the regulations are included in this formalization [41].
Examples and additions to these specifics are inspired by (former) RoboCup
members.
The plan recognition module as presented above is merely a naive first pass
implementation that could be improved in several ways. For example, our initial implementation assumed that the coach has access to the player’s selflocalization logs, while ideally he should be able to use actual observations.
Furthermore, we only tested on static goals, while ball behaviour would be more
informative to decide tactics. However, from this first step we gained some important insights into the difficulties of the coach problem.

7

Conclusion and Further Research

In general, the OperA framework has shown to be very suitable to describe robot
soccer in terms of roles and interaction structures. The coach role, as described
by RoboCup’s regulations, has been formalized within this framework. As it
leaves agent designs undefined, the next step is to choose for example between
the modular approach introduced in 4 and the logical approach based on BDI
agents suggested in 5. As robot soccer is a highly regulated game, and all robots
should have a knowledge base of the rules in any case, it seems intuitive to
continue along the lines of mental state abduction. So far we only spoke of full
observable sequences, but work on sequences with gaps (partially observable)
already exists [42]. Besides implementation of a new and improved plan recognition module, the tactic decision making problem is also subject for further
research.
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